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Analytical Method for Predicting the Air-Gap Flux of
Interior-Type Permanent-Magnet Machines
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Abstract—This paper presents an analytical method to calculate the air-gap magnetic flux of interior-type permanent-magnet
(IPM) machines taking into account the assembly gap and saturation in stator and rotor. Special considerations are given to the calculation of leakage flux in the nonlinear magnetic short circuit or
the “magnetic bridges.” An equivalent magnetic circuit was developed, and a computer-aided graphic analysis program calculated
the magnet operating point. The Norton equivalent of flux concentration structures was studied. Agreements have been obtained between the results of the analytical model, finite-element analysis,
and test results on prototype motors.
Index Terms—Computer-aided design (CAD), finite-element
analysis (FEA), graphic theory, magnetic circuits, permanent-magnet machines, permanent-magnet motors, permanent
magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTERIOR-TYPE permanent-magnet (IPM) motors are used
in a wide range of industrial applications due to their robustness, simplicity, and ease of flux weakening control [1]–[7].
When permanent magnets (PMs) are buried inside the rotor laminations, magnets are inserted into the prepunched slots and
need not be glued such as in surface mounted magnets motors
[3]. In IPM motors, magnets are protected from flying away
from the rotor surface due to centrifugal force, fatigue, and aging
of material during operation of the motor. Rectangular (cuboid)
magnets can be used in IPM motors to simplify the manufacturing process and reduce the cost of manufacturing PM material. Flux concentration structures are often used to increase
air-gap flux density in IPM motors.
Air-gap flux is one of the most important parameters of
PM motor designs. Calculating air-gap flux in IPM motors
is somewhat troublesome due to the existence of so-called
“magnetic bridges.” When an integrated lamination is used
for IPM motors, magnetic short circuits exist around the
edges of the magnets. These magnetic bridges are designed to
provide integrity to the rotor. These magnetic bridges introduce
magnetic short circuits and complicate the design and analysis
of IPM motors. On the other hand, there are also concerns
on how to limit the leakage flux in these magnetic bridges
while maintaining the mechanical strength of the rotor. The
flux leakage and flux distribution in these magnetic bridges
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can be precisely obtained through numerical methods such
as finite-element analysis (FEA). However, FEA can only be
performed after the preliminary dimensions of the motor have
been determined. FEA is also cumbersome and time consuming
in the early stages of PM motor design where numerous
iterations are usually performed. Analytical calculation and
analysis of all types of PM motors are essential in their early
design stage [8], [9].
Rahman and Slemon [9] proposed an analytical model for an
IPM motor. The leakage flux was not specifically dealt with.
Hwang and Cho [10] and Tsai and Chang [11] performed similar
studies on the influence of flux leakage in IPM motors using an
equivalent magnetic circuit method. In their research, flux density in the magnetic bridges was assumed to be constant. Saturation and the reluctance of the iron were neglected. Lovelace
et al. developed a saturating lumped-parameter model for an
IPM synchronous machine [12]. Emphasis was placed on using
equivalent magnetic circuits to determine the parameters of IPM
motors. In almost all previous studies, the assembly gap between
magnet and laminations was neglected.
This paper presents an analytical method to calculate the
air-gap flux of IPM machines using an equivalent magnetic
circuit model taking into account the assembly gap and saturation in the steel. Graphic analysis and computer-aided design
(CAD) analysis were employed to solve the magnetic operating
point. Verified by numerical methods and experiments, the
proposed method provides machine designers a simple yet
accurate approach to design IPM motors. The paper further
discusses factors that affect the flux leakage in an IPM motor
and the influence of the sizes of magnetic bridges.
II. FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN IPM MOTORS
Fig. 1 shows four commonly used IPM rotor configurations.
Fig. 1(a) and (b) use circumferential-type magnets. Fig. 1(b) is
mainly used for line-start synchronous motor. Configurations
of Fig. 1(a) and (b) are usually used for motors with six or
more poles. Fig. 1(c) uses inserted magnets. Fig. 1(d) uses inset
magnets.
Fig. 2 shows the configuration and no-load flux distribution of
an eight-pole circumferential-type IPM line-start synchronous
motor calculated using FEA. Integrated laminations are used to
keep the integrity of the rotor. It contains three magnetic bridges
in each pole: Bridge I between the magnet and rotor slot, and
Bridge II and III at the interpolar space between the magnet and
the shaft. Fig. 3 shows the flux density along Line I of Fig. 2. It
can be seen from Fig. 3 that the flux densities differ in the two
bridges.
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Flux density along Line I of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Four commonly used IPM rotor configurations: (a)
circumferential-type magnets suitable for brushless dc or synchronous motor,
(b) circumferential-type magnets suitable for line-start synchronous motor, (c)
inserted magnets, and (d) inset magnets.

Fig. 4. Demagnetization curve of Nd–Fe–B magnets considering temperature
effects, where subscript 25 C represents its value at room temperature, whereas
is the equivalent MMF of
subscript 125 C represents its value at 125 C. F
the linear portion of the demagnetizing curve.

Under room temperature (25 C), the demagnetizing curve of
a cuboid REPM can be represented by

Fig. 2. Flux distribution of an IPM line-start synchronous motor with
circumferential-type magnets. 1: Magnet. 2: Nonmagnetic material. 3: Shaft.

It will be shown later that the magnetic flux density in the
magnetic bridges is related to the width and length of the magnetic bridge, rather than constant as assumed in [10] and [11]. In
the meantime, there is flux leakage in the rotor slot and the nonmagnetic material between the magnet and the shaft. The flux
leakage through the stator slot is negligible.
III. NORTON EQUIVALENT OF MAGNETS
Modern rare-earth permanent magnets (REPMs) have a
straight demagnetization curve, as shown in Fig. 4. The low
cost makes Nd–Fe–B REPMs ideal for motor applications.
However, temperature effects, as shown in Fig. 4, must be taken
into consideration when designing a PM motor.

(1)
where
and
are residual flux and magnetomotive force
is the reluctance of
(MMF) of each pole, respectively, and
the magnet, which is the reverse of magnet permeance
(2)
For parallel or circumferentially magnetized poles as shown
in Fig. 1(a) and (b)
(3)
While for series or radially magnetized poles as shown in
Fig. 1(c) and (d)
(4)
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Fig. 5.
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Norton equivalent of cuboid magnets.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Equivalent magnetic circuit of IPM motors with circumferential
magnets. (a) Exact model. (b) Simplified model.

Fig. 6. Arrangements of magnets of line-start IPM motors. 1: Stator and rotor
iron laminations. 2: Permanent magnets. 3: Nonmagnetic material. 4: Stator
slots. 5: Rotor slots. Magnetic bridges are part of the rotor laminations to keep
the integrity of rotor laminations. Fluxes passing through these bridges are
leakage fluxes. These magnetic bridges are highly saturated, as can be seen
from Fig. 2.

The magnetic circuit can be simplified, as shown in Fig. 7(b),
where is the total permeance combining air gap, stator teeth,
is the perstator yoke, rotor teeth (if any), and rotor yoke;
is the permeance of magnetic
meance of magnetic bridge I;
bridges II and III; and
is the total permeance leakage through
rotor slot and nonmagnetic material. Let

where
and
are remanence and coercive force of the magis the length of the magnet, and
is the
nets, respectively,
cross-sectional area
(5)

(6)

where
is the length of magnet along the shaft direction and
usually equal to the rotor lamination stack length.
At operating temperature, the above parameters are replaced
by their respective values at the operating temperature. It is possible that the demagnetizing curve becomes nonlinear at opershould be used in place
ating temperature. In this case,
of , as shown in Fig. 4. The Norton equivalent of a cuboid
magnet is shown in Fig. 5.

is the total external permeance.
where
Solving the magnetic circuit, the magnet operating point and
all fluxes can be found

(7)

IV. NO-LOAD EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS OF IPM MACHINES
A typical circumferentially magnetized IPM rotor configuration is shown in Fig. 6. The equivalent magnetic circuit of this
,
,
,
,
configuration is shown in Fig. 7(a), where
,
,
,
, and
are the reluctances of air gap, stator
yoke, rotor yoke, stator teeth, rotor teeth, assembly gap between
magnets and laminations, magnetic bridge I, magnetic bridge II
and III (combined due to symmetry), and leakage through rotor
slots and the nonmagnetic material, respectively. End effects are
neglected.

(8)
(9)
is the total air-gap flux,
is the total leakage flux
where
is the total leakage flux in rotor
in the magnetic bridges, and
slot and the nonmagnetic material.
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It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that the magnetic bridges
shall have the same MMF as that of the air-gap branch. Therefore, magnetic field density of each of the bridges is
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TABLE I
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT CALCULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR

(10)
is the length of the magnetic bridge along the flux
where
path. It can be seen from (10) that if the magnetic bridges have
different path for magnetic fluxes, then the field density will be
different.
The flux density in each of the bridges can be found through
table lookup or curve-fitting of the lamination material. Total
flux leakage in each of the magnetic bridges can be expressed
as
(11)
where
is the flux density in the magnetic bridges, and
the cross-sectional area of that magnetic bridge.

is

V. MAGNET OPERATING POINT
Although (7)–(9) give an analytical expression for air-gap
flux, it can hardly be solved due to saturation in the yoke,
teeth, and the magnetic bridges. Graphic analysis is an effective
method to solve the operating point of the magnets.
A. Unsaturated Motor

b and h are the width and height of stator slots; b and h are the
width and height of rotor slots; l and h are the length and height of stator
yoke; l and h are the length and height of rotor yoke; A and A are the
cross-sectional area of each magnetic bridge; l and l are the length of each
magnetic bridge, respectively.

If the yoke and teeth of the motor are not saturated but the
magnetic bridges are highly saturated, further, if the assembly
air gap is neglected, the air-gap flux can be calculated analytically.
Assume that the flux density in the magnetic bridges is constant due to high saturation. Then

and [14]. Reluctance of assembly air gap can be expressed
as a function of , where is the average tolerance between
the magnet and the lamination steels. The reluctance of the
assembly air gap is
(17)

(12)
B. Tabulation and Graphic Analysis

where air-gap permeance can be expressed as
(13)
where is the effective pole-width coefficient, is the pole
is Carter’s coefficient, is air-gap length, and
is
pitch,
T m/A.
the permeability of air
Carter’s coefficient can be calculated for stator slots and rotor
slots (if any) separately [2], [13], [14], e.g.,
(14)
or

(15)

(16)
where is the width of the slot opening, and is the slot pitch.
can also be found for rotor slots and
Leakage permeance
the nonmagnetic material by using equations given in [2], [13],

When the IPM motor is saturated as is the case for most
PM motor designs, graphic analysis can be used to solve the
magnetic operating point. Detailed steps of graphic analysis are
shown in Table I and Fig. 8. The calculation procedure is detailed in the following.
1) Assume an air-gap flux density , as shown in Table I,
row 1.
2) Calculate the flux density in the stator tooth (row 2); use
table lookup or curve fitting to find the magnetic field
in the tooth (row 3); calculate the MMF of
density
the tooth (row 4).
3) Repeat step 2) to calculate the MMF of the rotor tooth,
stator yoke, and rotor yoke (rows 5 to 7).
4) Calculate the air-gap MMF (row 8).
5) Calculate the subtotal MMF by summing air-gap MMF
and core MMF (row 9).
6) Calculate the magnetic field density of the magnetic
bridges (rows 10 and 12); Use lookup table or curve fitin the magnetic
ting to find the magnetic flux density
bridges (rows 11 and 13).
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Fig. 8. Graphic analysis of no-load IPM machine, where cross point A is the
operating point of magnet, B represents the air-gap flux, F represents the leakage
flux in the magnetic bridges, and S represents the leakage flux in rotor slots and
the nonmagnetic material. Note that the leakage flux in the magnetic bridges
contributes a significant portion of the total flux supplied by magnet, as can be
seen on the graph.

7) Calculate the air-gap flux, leakage flux in the bridges, and
leakage flux through the rotor slots (rows 14 to 17).
8) Calculate the total flux (row 18) and total MMF (row 19).
9) Plot five curves in the second quadrant as shown in Fig. 8
using Table I. Find on the graph the cross point A. This is
the magnet operating point. Plot a horizontal line to cross
at . Plot a vertical line down from
with
Point . The cross point of this vertical line with curve
is air-gap flux, where
is leakage flux
through rotor slot, and
is leakage flux through
the bridges.

Fig. 9. Flowchart used for solving the magnet operating point.

C. Graphic Analysis of Loaded Motor
The operating point of magnets at rated load can also be
by
to the
solved by shifting the air-gap curve
left on the graph, where
is the armature MMF.
VI. COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Although the above graphic analysis is perceivable, it
involves massive calculation and may not be accurate. CAD is
an essential tool to solve the magnetic operating point.
The definition of the problem is to find the solution between
, which
linear function (1) and nonlinear function
is tabulated in Table I; or alternatively, find the cross point A on
Fig. 8. It becomes a one-dimensional optimization problem
(18)
where
(19)
When (19) is minimized, the solution for
is found. A
linear search algorithm can be used. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 9. A CAD program was developed using
Microsoft Excel with its embedded Visual Basic Macros to design the IPM motor as well as solve for the magnetic operating
point. The interface of the CAD program is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. CAD program to design and solve the magnetic operating point of
IPM machines using an analytical method.

The overall calculation time hardly exceeds a few minutes for a
complete IPM motor design.
The CAD program can be used for the initial design of IPM
motors to save design time. By entering motor ratings to the
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TABLE II
DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF FLUXES BETWEEN PREDICTED AND FEA NEGLECTING
SATURATION AND ASSUMING CONSTANT FLUX DENSITY
IN MAGNETIC BRIDGES

Fig. 11. Flux concentration configurations. (a) Configuration with the
assistant magnets in series. (b) Equivalent demagnetizing curve when the
assistant magnets have the same MMF as that of the dominant magnet. (c)
When MMF of assistant magnets is more than that of the dominant magnet. (d)
When MMF of assistant magnets is less than that of the dominant magnet.

the equivalent reluctance. The equivalent
MMF, and
and
can be expressed as
(20)
(21)
where
and
are the residual flux and MMF of the dominant magnet, and
and
are the residual flux and MMF
of the assistant magnet.
VIII. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Fig. 12. Rotor and stator slot dimensions of the first experimental motor. (a)
Stator slot dimensions—54 slots. (b) Rotor slot dimensions—58 slots.

spreadsheet, the program calculates the initial dimensions of the
motor. The magnet operating point is instantaneously solved.
The program can also generate initial drawings for FEA uses. By
setting the width of magnetic bridges to zero, the CAD program
is also capable of design surface-mounted and inset-magnet PM
motors.
VII. NORTON EQUIVALENT OF MAGNETS IN FLUX
CONCENTRATE CONFIGURATIONS
Flux concentration configurations are often used in IPM machines to increase air-gap flux density, as shown in Fig. 11(a). In
flux concentration configurations, the assistant magnets are usually designed to have the same MMF as the dominant magnet.
However, due to dimension and other constraints, the assistant
magnets may have a different MMF.
There are three possibilities, as shown in Fig. 11(b)–(d).
The Norton equivalent of all magnets can still be expressed by
and
the equivalent residual flux and equivalent
(1), with

In order to verify the proposed analytical method, numerical
analysis and experiments were performed on two IPM motors.
The first experimental motor is a 15 kW, eight-pole, 380 V (delta
connected), 50 Hz, 750 r/min, circumferentially organized IPM
motor. Motor dimensions and parameters are shown in Table II.
Rotor and stator slot dimensions are shown in Fig. 12. Magnets
T,
kA/m,
are Nd–Fe–B N35SH with
kA/m, with dimension 190 mm 40 mm
and
9.8 mm. The assembly air gap is 0.2 mm.
Carter’s coefficient are calculated for the stator slots and
rotor slots, respectively, being
,
and
Wb/A. The leakage permeance
through rotor slots and the nonmagnetic material are found to
.
be
The air-gap flux was calculated neglecting saturation and assuming a constant flux density in the bridges. The results are
compared with those obtained by FEA in Table III, with discrepancy being 11% between predicted and FEA results.
The magnetic flux of the motor was then calculated using the
analytical method taking into account saturation. The calculated
fluxes by the proposed method are compared with those calculated by FEA in Table IV. It can be seen from Table IV that the
predicted fluxes and flux densities in different areas of the motor
agree with those obtained by FEA, with discrepancies generally
less than 3%. This validates the proposed analytical method.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF FLUXES BETWEEN PREDICTED, FEA METHOD
MEASUREMENT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT SATURATION

AND

Fig. 13.
motor.
TABLE V
COMPARISON

OF EMF BETWEEN PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTS OF
THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR (VOLTS)

Flux distribution of a radial-type 22 kW, eight-pole brushless IPM

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF FLUXES BETWEEN PREDICTED, FEA METHOD,
MEASUREMENT OF SECOND EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR

AND

The back EMF of the motor can be calculated for each speed
using
(22)
where is frequency,
is number of turns per phase, and
is winding factor.
The EMF of the experimental motor was then measured and
compared to those calculated in Table V. Table V shows the
difference between the predicted and measured air-gap flux is
below 3%.
A second verification was performed on an IPM motor with
radially arranged magnets. The motor is rated at 22 kW, sixpole, 380 V, 50 Hz. The motor and magnet arrangement are
shown in Fig. 13 with its flux distributions.
This motor uses the same stator laminations and stack length
as in the first motor. Air-gap length is 0.8 mm. Magnets are also
220 mm
6 mm
Nd–Fe–B N35SH with sizes of 100 mm
each pole. Stator turns per phase is 124. Table VI shows the
comparison between the predicted and measured fluxes. Again,
the discrepancy between predicted and measured is below 7%.
To further verify the proposed method, an asymmetrically arranged IPM motor is analyzed as shown in Fig. 14. The air-gap
flux was calculated using both the proposed method and FEA. It
is shown that the discrepancy between the two methods is only
3.4%.
IX. DISCUSSION OF LEAKAGE OF MAGNETIC FLUX IN
MAGNETIC BRIDGES
The flux leakage coefficient
is defined as
,
which reflects the usage of the magnet flux. Neglecting the assembly air gap, the leakage coefficient can be expressed as
(23)

Fig. 14. Flux distribution of an asymmetrical-type, four-pole brushless IPM
motor. The calculated air-gap flux is 0.0167 Wb by FEA and 0.0156 Wb by the
proposed method, with the error being 7%.

For the first experimental motor, when the end effect is ne. Further analysis of this coefficient reveals
glected,
that the leakage coefficient is mainly related to the leakage flux
in the magnetic bridge. For the first experimental motor, the
leakage flux in the bridges accounts for 20% while the leakage
in the rotor slot accounts for only 5% of total air-gap flux.
In order to understand the influence of magnetic bridge on
air-gap flux and flux leakage, the size of the magnetic bridge of
the first experimental motor was varied and the fluxes for each
width and length are tabulated in Figs. 15 and 16.
It can be seen from Fig. 15 that when the width (cross-sectional area) of the magnetic bridge is fixed, the air-gap flux in-
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X. CONCLUSION

Fig. 15. Influences of the length of the magnetic bridges, with total bridge
width of 5.2 mm.

This paper has proposed an analytical method to predict
air-gap flux of IPM motors taking into account saturation, assembly gap, and flux leakage in the magnetic bridges. Detailed
graphic analysis methods are provided with a simple Visual
Basic program for Microsoft Excel. The method was validated
through FEA analysis, and experimental measurements have
also been made to add confidence to the results.
This simple analytical model for air-gap prediction should be
of distinct values in design optimization studies where the large
number of dimensional iterations precludes the use of finiteelement analysis for PM motor design.
The method was illustrated with examples of both circumferential-type and radial-type IPM motors, verified by both linestart and brushless IPM motors. Therefore, it can be directly applied to all types of IPM designs. The method can also be applied
to other types of PM motors, including brushless or synchronous
PM motors with surface-mounted and inset magnets, by setting
the width of the magnetic bridge to zero.
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